
DSV Solutions 
Motorcycle Logistics



Specialist services for 
the motorcycle industry 

DSV Solutions is one of the UK’s leading logistics providers for the motorcycle industry.  We

operate a specialist fleet of dedicated vehicles, delivering motorcycles to dealers for a variety

of manufacturers.  

Delivery schedules and times are bespoke for each manufacturer, with a shared-user fleet and

dealer network planning optimisation software ensuring both maximum flexibility and 

cost-effectiveness.   

We offer our customers bespoke inventory control and storage as well as the full range of value

added services including PDI, unboxing / cradle transfers and basic final assembly.

We operate specialist facilities at our three strategic regional distribution hubs in Milton Keynes,

Manchester (Middleton) and Glasgow (Cumbernauld), staffed by expert and experienced 

personnel.

In addition to delivery from the distribution hubs to dealerships, we also handle inter-dealer

transfers and exhibition build-ups and out takes as needed. Our expertise extends to 

transporting outboard engines, jet skis, all terrain vehicles and other specialist equipment.



Customer needs Specialist services  

Worldwide expertiseDedicated equipment

We understand that the motorcycle industry
faces challenging times and we have 
developed the delivery solutions that help our
customers adapt to the changing business 
environment.

Our services are specific to each client, but
take advantage of shared-user facilities and
vehicles. 

-   Storage and value added services
-   Crated and cradled services
-   PDI (basic/visual)
-   Full GDP and track & trace facilities
-   Inter-dealer transfers
-   Exhibition services (In & out takes)

DSV Solutions is part of the global transport
and logistics company DSV, headquartered in
Denmark, with an annual turnover of approx.
¤6bn. The other divisions are DSV Road, one
of the three largest logistics providers in 
Europe, and DSV Air & Sea, which offers all 
international services from express parcels to
turnkey project management.

We have specialist knowledge and expertise in
serving the motorcycle industry at various
places throughout the group, especially within
our teams in Italy and Spain. 

At DSV Solutions we have invested in the highly-
specialised equipment, vehicles and network
planning systems which make our motorcycle 
delivery services the most efficient and 
cost-effective possible.    

Our core UK fleet of vehicles, made up of 25ft 
double-deck rigids as well as standard and 
double deck-trailers, are all fitted with Moffatt
demountable forklifts, ensuring secure and safe
delivery of every motorcycle.

Our dealership delivery optimisation software 
ensures every order is delivered on time, as 
promised, while simultaneously filling every 
vehicle to optimum capacity to achieve maximum
cost-effectiveness.


